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Photos from first site-visit by Asha-CNJ, March 2007.
Visiting team: Ajit Kumar Basu (AKB), Mrinal Kanti Ghosh(MKG), Santanu Ghosh.
Photos by Santanu Ghosh.



An angular view of the school entrance



A front view of the
school entrance



The school gate. 
Inside, right, are busts of Aurobindo and Sreema, depicting a French connection.



Main school compound, just after crossing the gate



Classroom
Five students present, possibly in an informal gathering (day of visit was annual 
examination day only for classes 7 and 8).



A shaded area
Almost all the trees within the 
compound are labeled with their 
respective Bengali and botanic names.



The Geography room
Features a contoured topography of India created by a Krishnanagar artist. The 
small maps on the wall start at the block level and proceeds to the district, state etc. 



The Geography room
Shot from the other side of the geography room. The maps on the wall continue and 
end at the state level. Second and third from left are AKB and MKG (visiting team).



The History room
The big map is of ancient India. The blackboard on the right at the far end of the 
room displays artifacts collected by students from various archaeological sites.



The History room
Most of the ceilings are painted with frescos from history.



The Science room
Largest room containing bio/physical science equipments and preserved ecological 
specimens.



The Science room
A view from the other side of the room. The telescope is the white rod-like thing 
behind MKG.



The Science room
The epidiascope - a compound microscope with an optional projector screen. The 
current one needs to be replaced/repaired.



Meeting the students
MKG and AKB meeting and discussing with students of class VII and VIII right after 
their exams.



The computer room
(If it may be called so). With insufficient light, strange furniture and ancient computers 
donated by various donors.


